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The following system of integral equations is of some statistical

interest:

/»¡I   g— "¿¿net— 1 /»í(¡/)

——— áco = Hn-i(g(y) - z; g)dHi(z; g)
o     T(«a) J o

for » = 1, 2, • • • ,

where g(x) ^0 is an increasing continuous function of x^O, Ho(x; g)

= 1, and

Hn(x; g) =  I    Hn-i(x - z; g)dHi(z; g).
«/o

We shall show by a probabilistic approach (distribution functions,

the moment problem, etc.) that the only functions satisfying this

system of equations for fixed a, 0<a^2, are g(x) =cx, where c is a

constant. It will then be seen that this result is a probabilistic ana-

logue of the well known Cauchy functional equation. Also an applica-

tion of this result to statistics is presented.

Theorem 1. If g(x) satisfies the Cauchy functional equation

(2) g(x + y) = g(x) + g(y),

then g(x) satisfies (1).

Proof. For fixed «, we may define a random variable Y by the

relation Pr { Fgy] =G„(y). Since Hx(v; g)=ft¿r\e-°wa-l/T(a))dw,

where f(v) is the inverse function of g(x), we may define a random

variable V by the relation

Pr [Vûv] - Hi(v;g).

Hence Hn(v; g) may be regarded as the distribution of the sum of «

independent random variables F» each distributed as V. Equation

(1) then states

Pr {Y ^ y} = Pr {Vi + F2 + • • • + F„ = g(y)}

= Pr {/(Fi + F2+--- + F„) ^yj.
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When « = 1, we may write F=/(Fi). By the addition theorem for

gamma distributions, we have

Pr {/(Fi) + f(V2) +■■■+ f(Vn) ik y} = G„(y)

= Pr {/(F1+F2+ ••• + Vn) gy}.

Since when g satisfies (2), so does/, a fortiori (4) and (1) are satisfied

by/andg. Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. The only functions satisfying (1) for fixed a, 0<a^2,

are g(x) =cx, where c is a constant.

Proof. We use the notation developed in the proof of Theorem 1.

Then g(Y) is a random variable and by (3) has the same distribution

function as the sum of « independent random variables V{. Let <j>(t)

=fôe~txdGi(f(x)), for fixed t>0. Then by the fundamental property

of moment generating functions, f0xe~'xdGn(f(x))=<pn(t). Hence, we

have the system of equations

/.co                          wna~l

e-'» <<*>-*•-du = <b"(t).
0                 T(na)

Let us define a new random variable Z which has the distribution

function

/» Z     g—tß(u)) — ü>
-co«-1^, where <p = <j>(t).

n      éT(a)0

Hence by (5) we have that the « — 1 moment of Za/<f> is equal to

r(«a)/r(a). It can easily be seen that l,r(2a)/r(a),r(3a)/r(a), • • •
is the sequence of moments of the density function

e-„i/«
dh.

T(a + 1)

By (6), the density function of Za/(p = k is

g-<ff((««)1/a)-(0*)1/a

dk.
T(a + 1)

Since the moment problem is determined for a^2 (cf. [l]), we have

that

r 1 - 4>Va~\
klla[-~f~\ = gii<t>k)lla)

or
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g( L t^i" J
ex. Q.E.D.

We now see, combining the preceding theorems, that in the case

under consideration, if the Cauchy functional equation (2) is satis-

fied, then the function must be g(x) =cx, where c is a constant.

The following statistical result may be proved using the preceding

theorem.

Theorem 3. Let Xi, X2, • • ■ be a sequence of non-negative inde-

pendent random variables with the same continuous distribution function

F(x), and let Nx be defined as follows :

Nx =

0 if Xi > x,

n if Xi+ X2+ •

and Xi+ X2 +

+ Xn^x

■ + Xn+i > x.

If Nx has a distribution function of the form

Pr {Nx á n} = e-/(l) \l + f(x) 4-f(x) +

+  [(«+1)«-1]!; W}'

with fixed a = 1 or 2, for every positive x, then F(x) is of the gamma

type

Í0 for x < 0,

e-uitdu for x > 0.
F(x) Ç x      Ù3a~l

Jo r(«)j9«

Mr. Seiji Nabeya [2] has obtained a proof for the case a= 1 when

F(x) is not assumed to be continuous.
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